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Thomas Weaver Appointed Editor of AA Files & Print Studio Production Manager  

Pamela Johnston Appointed Senior Architectural Editor, AA Publications 

 
 
AA School Director Brett Steele is pleased to announce the appointment of Thomas Weaver as 
the new Editor of AA Files, the journal derived from the activities of the Architectural 
Association School of Architecture. Weaver will also become Production Manager of the AA 
Print Studio, which produces Files. The AA’s long-serving editor Pamela Johnston assumes the 
title of Senior Architectural Editor for AA Publications, and will focus on key school-related 
and other special book projects. 
 
Thomas Weaver is a UK-born architectural writer, teacher and editor educated at the Bartlett 
School of Architecture and at Princeton University. He has worked as a Senior Editor at ANY 
magazine in New York and has edited books on David Chipperfield and Gunnar Asplund. He 
joins the AA from Foster + Partners in London, where he was an Assistant Editor on several 
volumes of the Norman Foster Works series. Weaver’s recent writings include ‘Rumble in the 
Jungle’ on the Tate exhibition of Herzog & de Meuron (Log 6, 2005). He has been a visiting critic 
at the Pratt Institute, the Cooper Union, the AA, Princeton and the University of Brighton, and 
taught a second year design studio alongside Peter Eisenman at the Cooper Union. 
 
 

“In addition to being a great writer and editor, Tom brings to Files a diverse 
background in architectural publications and culture that will be a huge asset in 
carrying forward its legacy. I share with Tom an interest in re-launching Files 
around a renewed, contemporary and experimental approach to capturing the 
activities, ideas and projects related to the life of the AA School – above all, in 
ways that promote new forms of critical writing. 
 
Tom joins a great team of graphic designers and editors in the AA Print Studio 
including Pamela, an outstanding architectural editor who has shaped dozens 
of AA books and monographs in recent years. Her new title as Senior 
Architectural Editor signals our interest in her focusing on the editorial tasks 
ahead as we re-shape the studio around a new era of AA print media. Tom’s 
production experience will be vital in managing the growing output of both 
regular school-related and special one-off publication projects. 
 
On behalf of the thousands of worldwide AA members and AA Files subscribers, 
I welcome Tom’s arrival, and look forward to a bright future for the publication.” 

 
 
Brett Steele 
Director, Architectural Association School of Architecture 
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